DRIVING LICENCES of GREAT BRITAIN – SOME HISTORICAL NOTES
Introduction
When mechanically-propelled vehicles first started to appear on Britain’s
streets in the 1890s their drivers were unregulated in any way. This is not
all that remarkable as those riding horses or driving personal horse-drawn
vehicles had also been (and remain to this day) entirely unregulated.
Unfortunately, the new motor car proved to be a comparatively fast
vehicle and were not always driven safely, given the nature of other traffic
and the state of the roads at the time. It soon became apparent that both
drivers and their vehicles would need regulating in some way. The Motor
Car Act 1903 was passed in order to achieve this. Vehicles were
henceforth registered and required to display registration plates, from
which vehicles and their owners could be traced. Drivers were required to
hold licences which could be endorsed or withdrawn in the event that
traffic offences (including the new offence of reckless driving) were
committed. County and county borough councils had to maintain registers
of vehicles and drivers and administer the process of issuing registrations
and licences.
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The initial legislation was vague about the details associated with licences
and simply required the owners name and address to be recorded therein.
Licences were issued annually, but were renewable, and in either case the
fee was five shillings. A licence could not be issued to anyone under 17
years of age and had to be carried whenever the holder was actually driving
a vehicle (it is perhaps of interest that this age limit still applies
unmodified). The legislation only mentioned motor car, but this was taken
at the time to include motor cycles. Provision was made for a licence to be
available to those aged 14 and over, but that was specifically restricted to
the driving of motor cycles.
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The government was allowed to make regulations under the 1903 Act for
the issuing of licences and on 19th November 1903 made The Motor Car
(Registration and Licensing) Order 1903. This set out the information that
had to be asked of anyone applying for a licence; other than the basic
name and address, provision was made for including information about
any existing licence held. This appears to have been necessary because
someone renewing a licence may have moved into a different licensing
county and this provision would allow a driver’s licensing record to be
traced. A drawing of a specimen licence was included in the regulations,
but this merely showed the format in which the relevant information had
to be presented and said nothing about the document as a whole.
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Both the 1903 Act and the regulations applied exclusively to motor cars
(and motor cycles) and did not apply to road locomotives (large vehicles
intended to haul trailers or that were machines not capable of carrying
passengers). It should be noted that prior to 1903 ‘motor cars’ were not
legally recognized and were classified by the Locomotives on Highways
Act 1896 as ‘light locomotives’ if they were propelled by mechanical
power, weighed under three tons, were not intended to draw more than
one other vehicle (such that the whole would exceed four tons), and did
not normally emit smoke or vapour. This latter requirement effectively
meant that steam-powered vehicles were excluded from being recognized
as motor cars. The same act declared light locomotives to be ‘carriages’ for
the purpose of existing road traffic laws. From 1903, these same
definitions came to apply to motor cars. Locomotives that were not light
locomotives (as just described) were known as heavy locomotives and
since 1898 had to be licensed annually; for this reason it appears to have
been felt unnecessary to require people driving those to have a separate
licence to drive them.
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chamfered corners to reduce pocket wear. Some carry adverts on the back
cover.

The First Licences.
From inspection it is apparent that each licensing authority produced its
own design of licence, though to a broadly similar format. A
Nottinghamshire licence of 1911, and Kent licence of late 1920s, have
been identified as being simply printed on a sheet of paper intended to be
folded up, but the majority of early licences had the pro-forma details
pasted into a small stiff covered folder designed to survive for a year or
more in somebody’s pocket whilst protecting the information.
The driver’s licence
template included in
the 1903 regulations.
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The means of renewal of these licences varied considerably. It appears that
some authorities issued entirely new licence booklets each year and made
no reference to any previous licence held. Other authorities 1 updated the
existing document by pasting a new pro-forma over the top of that for the
previous year. I have an example of a licence where the pro-forma has a
section upon its face intended to be completed in the event of a single
renewal; 2 this is unfortunately blank on the licence seen, so what actually
happened is not known.
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These stiff-covered licences are all folded in the middle such that when
opened the necessary information is visible. Covers usually have only the
name of the issuing authority on them, usually with the term Driver’s
Licence, Motor Car Driver’s Licence, Licence to Drive etc, and sometimes
with the expression ‘Motor Car Act 1903’. Some have fancy designs or
armorial bearings. Sizes (when shut) vary between about 3 by 2 inches
(West Sussex), and 4¼ by 2¾ inches. Vertical and horizontal formats are
encountered and colours vary considerably. Many, but not all, have

Examples of Middlesex and Bournemouth licences from about the time of First World War

Most of the booklets comprised two, four or six pages including the inside
of the covers. The ‘2-page’ versions had the licence form on one leaf and a
space for endorsements on the other. The ‘4-page’ version tended to have
the licence form spread over the first pair and the second pair was available for endorsements (the space for endorsements was sometimes marked
as such, or were just blank). The 6-page ones had more space for endorsements or included blank pages for renewals (rarely used as such in
practice, it seems).

1
2
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Such as Bournemouth County Borough 1914
Middlesex County Council 1918

One might have expected large stocks
of identical stiff card wallets to be
purchased and stored by each authority, but a series of Middlesex licences
I have seen indicate this is not so
straightforward a proposition. Evidence suggests prior to about 1928
these were all red booklets; I have
two, similar but not identical to each
other. One has a renewal in it, carefully pasted so as to convert it from a
Left – inside of early Middlesex licence.
Below – a pair of 1920s licences.
Right – A Kent County Council licence of the
1920s; Kent issued non-booklet paper licences.
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four to a six page document. Between 1928 and
1929, though the proforma was the same, the
red thick card covers have
been replaced by thin
linen card, bright pink in
colour. From 1929 thick
grey card covers are used
with no internal pages (an
internal leaf was created
by pasting only the left
hand side of the licence
to the cover and leaving
the right hand side free).
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1930 Road Traffic Act
The Road Traffic Act 1930 resulted in significant changes to the form
taken by driving licences. The Act (supported by regulations made in consequence of the Act) now placed all motor vehicles into a number of
classes. In all cases it was now necessary to have a driver’s licence but it
was arranged that in
most cases drivers
would be licensed to
drive all vehicles but in
some cases licences
would be restricted to
some specific types or
combination of types.
The design of the
document was now
required to comply
with a ‘prescribed

form’. This comprised a linen-covered, vertical-format, thick card that unfolded in the middle; size when closed 3¾ inches high by 2¼ inches wide.
The covers were red with a black border, and the front cover carried the
royal cipher and the name ‘Driver’s Licence’.
Inside the document there were six pages, numbered 1-6. Pages 1 and 6
were the inside covers and the remaining pages comprised a single folded
section sewn in and reinforced with a cotton strip about half an inch wide.
The inside cover was intended to be used by the initial licence form, which
was be pasted in position. Of the forms I have seen, it is evident there
were several numbered varieties. Form DL1 was used where the licence
was for a motor car and motor cycle, but most licences used form DL2,
which covered a motor vehicle of any class. Doubtless there were several
other licence varieties for the rarer vehicle types or combinations of types.
Page 2 was available for renewals; pages 3-6 were available for endorsements, though it didn’t actually state this (they were marked ‘These pages
must not be removed or defaced’). The image below shows one of these
licences (original at left and renewal at right) and is useful in showing the
small differences there were between two different licensing authorities.
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It is apparent that, in practice, usage of Page 2 varied. I have a series of
Middlesex licences) for a particular individual, dated 1932-34, who received
an entirely fresh licence each time with no clue any were renewals. On the
other hand I have another Middlesex licence where the first issue (193132) is on page 2 and a renewal on page 1. Brighton County Borough was
content to extend renewals over pages 3 and 4. East Sussex stacked
renewals one on the other on page 2.
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From this it is evident that practices varied slightly from one council to
another, but the process of sticking slips into a standard cover design is
clear enough.
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A later variant of this design (dated 1933), for some reason, replaced the
expression ‘Page for Renewal of Licences’ with ‘This page is not to be used
for endorsements’
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1934 Road Traffic Act and subsequent changes

From about 1934 an adjusted form of licence was issued, this time headed
‘Driving Licence’ on the cover, which was otherwise very similar to its
predecessor. Inside it seems to have taken a
year or so longer for the licence/renewal
slips to adopt the adjusted name, as old
stocks were used up. There were still six
pages with the modified lettering used on
page 2.
The change of name coincided with a
number of other changes being brought in.
Lorry drivers were required to hold driving
licences from 1934 and driving tests for all
new drivers were announced, voluntary
from March 1935 and compulsory from
June 1935 (for all those who started driving
on or after 1 April 1934). These changes
brought in the concept of a provisional li-

cence, for those who had not yet passed the appropriate test. These forms
were usually printed in red.
Following a new Road Traffic Act in 1936, new regulations were issued.
These were ‘The Motor Vehicles (Driving Licences) Regulations 1937 and
these resulted in the need to explain within the licence what the vehicle
classes were that the driver was authorized to drive—there were initially six
different classes. This was regarded as important as there were different
driving tests for each of the classes and a licence (after successful test) to
drive one class did not usually confer authority to drive another class without a further test. Initially, old stocks of licences remained in use, but a
suitable explanatory form was tipped into page 2 (leaving it still available
for use for renewals); the classes were on the front of the extra sheet and
the conditions for issuing provisional licences were printed on the back.
From 1937-8 the inside of the Licence was enlarged to accommodate the
new information. The inside cover contained an explanation of the classes
while the provisional licence instructions went on the inside rear cover.
The inside now contained a three-leaf sewn section, pages numbered 2-7
with space for the licence, renewals and endorsements. The Licence form
was reworded to include the words ‘all groups’ on the most common variant, form DL2, but other forms were available for specific classes, including a blank one that
could be filled in as required; DL6, for example was the version used
for Class I vehicles only.
Licences continued to be
valid for only a year, and
still cost five shillings
each time.
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Wartime changes
From approximately the time of the Second World War both the system
and the format of licences were changed, and licences began to appear in
thin buff card covers, presumably as an economy measure once stocks of
the red cards ran out. The internal layout was broadly similar to the earlier
licences, but had reverted to six rather than eight pages. The vehicle classes
were printed on the back of the front cover, but the explanation relating to
provisional
licences
disappeared (but was
restored to outside of
back cover around
1950). All the buff licenses I have seen are
inevitably quite worn.
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From 1947 the vehicles classes were rearranged into ten
classes, this time lettered A-L and while
old stocks were used
up or licences were renewed a slip explaining
the latest classes was
attached to the inside
front cover, and this
was updated from time
to time. Similarly, the
next regulations, dated
1950, were subject to a
similar arrangement).
From about the same
time, the rear cover received a printers reference
which
is

characteristic of the HMSO ordering system and usually includes a helpful
date code (it is noted that a variety of printers were used—a print code had
previously appeared on the inside cover, but not with date). From between
about 1957 the licences began to appear with Queen Elizabeth’s royal cipher on the front cover, but they were otherwise similar. Buff licences
were still being issued in 1963 when the regulations changed again, and
slips with the new information were pasted over those for 1950.
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From 1958, licences began to be issued for three years duration, the charge
for a 3-year licence being 15 shillings, so the savings were hardly being
passed on. By this time, of course, there were so many licences in
circulation that the renewal process had become very onerous. It is clear
that by the late 1950s a number of authorities had resorted to issuing
licences with some kind of mechanical assistance (it was too early for
computers and it would be interesting to know more about this). Even so,
most authorities were plodding on with making them all out by hand.
Where drivers had held the old red licences continuously they were
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honoured and renewed as required. The oldest I have seen myself is a 1934
East Sussex driver’s licence that was continually renewed until 1963, but in
equally disgusting condition was a 1940 Dorset licence renewed until 1964.
By this time some authorities (as Dorset) had resorted to completely
different licence forms laid out landscape format, presumably to facilitate
issuer by machines. I am not aware of any pre-1930 RTA licence which
was renewed into the new era.

the number of inside (ie non cover) pages increased from four to eight,
possibly to cope with a less law abiding society or more likely because it
was obvious that people held onto the licences for many years and four
pages was clearly inadequate. On the licences seen, the second inside page
was used to carry slip DL2C which conveyed useful information about restrictions which applied to driving motor cycles, agricultural tractors and
road rollers.

Red Returns
From about 1963 the design reverted to a stiff boarded book with red covers, presumably to enhance durability. The front cover design comprised
the full royal arms (not the simplified cipher) and words Driving Licence
underneath, topped and tailed by a printer’s rule. The rear was again blank.
Inside, the format was initially similar to the buff style with ‘The Motor
Vehicles (Driving Licences) regulations) 1950’ on the inside cover; none
has been seen without being over-pasted with the 1963 regulations which
completely recast the classes into thirteen categories, this time numbered
(1-13). 1969 amendments split class 1 into 1A and 1B to cater for those
who were only licensed to drive automatic vehicles. This seriously increased the variety of
licence slips that had
to be kept available
as each type had the
specific classes to
which they applied
printed on them,
notwithstanding the
beginning of machine issued licences.
The provisional licence information
migrated to the inside rear cover and
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From about 1967 the cover design changed entirely. The book retained its
red covers, this time of red cloth boards with reinforced cloth spine and
chamfered corners. The cover comprises the Queens Crown, then ‘Great
Britain Driving Licence’, with printers’ rules above and below the words
‘Driving Licence’. The insides were otherwise similar to the 1963 style and
still included the 1963 classes (of 13, predating the 1969 introduction of an
‘automatic’ class). This time, notice DL2C was actually printed on page 3.
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The final form of licence emerged in 1971 (apparently in consequence of
the Vehicle and Driver Licence Act 1969). The cover design remained the
same, but the innards were entirely reworked. The vehicle classes had increased from fourteen to fifteen, with a similar number of variations to
which restrictions were attached: letters had also been reintroduced. To
make any of this remotely intelligible the classes had been distributed
amongst three lists
(numbered 1–-3). List
1 (containing
the
main classes) appeared
as before, on the inside cover opposite
the licence slip, while
lists 2 and 3 appeared
on pages 3 and 4
(these related to agerestricted
classes).
DL2C appeared on
page 5, and the provisional conditions ap-

peared, as before,
on the inside rear
cover.
The licence shown
adjacent is one of
the early series
which has the
consolidated list
of vehicle groups
on the left hand
page. It should be
noted that the machine-issued slip
(for a duplicate
costing only half a
crown) still showing the issuing authority as the
Greater London
Council.
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The licence slips used for this final form of licence varied according to the
several classes of vehicle to which applicable, and could cover simply an
entire list, or selected classes of vehicle from one of the lists. Seemingly for
the first time, there were now different slips for licences and renewals—
the latter merely said it was good for the same classes of vehicles to which
the previous licence related, vastly reducing the amount of stock that had
to be kept. It appears licence slips other than for all vehicles were coloured. Some authorities issued licence slips entirely by machine while a few
continued to do so by hand. Designs differed entirely between authorities.
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The DVLC was established by the Road Traffic Act 1972 and within ten
years all licences were of the new computerized green paper form issued
from Swansea. Until the whole of the process could be transferred, existing councils continued to issue the booklet licences as agents for the Secretary of State. The DVLC licences have had innumerable variations,
including adoption of photo licences following an EC directive on the subject. More recently there has been lively debate about rolling the information into some system of identity cards,
later taken off the agenda for the time
being. That, however, is another story
for another day.
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The lower image
shows the final
form of layout
with the first page
showing groups
by age group
(other age groups
are on pages 3 and
4). A provisional
licence is shown
here. Although the GLC was still issuing licences it now did so on behalf
of the State, which had set up the Driver & Vehicle Licensing Centre
(DVLC) in Swansea, to computerize the issue and supervision of licences.
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On the subject of identity information,
licences issued in Northern Ireland
were subject to different but (to some
extent parallel) legislation and conditions for some time directed that driving licences would bear a photograph
of the holder. I attach a copy for interest, though it is beyond the scope of
this article. The arrangement of these
licences was quite sensible, with lots of
space for renewals and even a change
of address form for which elsewhere in
the UK we had to wait until the 1970s.

